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Iraq commission 
concludes Bush war 
policies have failed
Anne Gearan
ASStH IA IH ) PRESS
WASHINCiTON — President Ikish’s war policies 
have failed in almost every regard, the bipartisan Iraq 
Study (iroup concluded Wednesday, and it warned of 
dwindling chances to change course before crisis turns 
to chaos with dire implications for terrorism, war in the 
Middle East and higher oil prices around the world.
Ne.irly four years, $400 billion and more than 2,9(M) 
U.S. deaths into a deeply unpopular war, violence is 
bad and getting worse, there is no guarantee of success 
and the consequences oflailure are great, the high-level 
panel of five Republicans and five Democrats said in a 
bleak accounting of U.S. and Iraqi shortcomings.
It said the United States should find w,ays to pull 
back most of its combat forces by early 2008 and focus 
U.S. troops on training and supporting Iraqi units.The 
U.S. should also begin a “diplomatic olfensive” by the 
end of the month and engage adversaries Iran and 
Syria in an effort to quell sectarian violence and shore 
up the fragile Iraqi government, the report said.
It followed by a day the sobering appraisal of Robert 
(iates, who was confirmed Wednesday as Bush s new 
Pentagon chief, that the United States is not winning 
in Iraq.
“Despite a massive effort, stability in Iraq remains 
elusive and the situation is deteriorating,” the indepen­
dent report said. “The ability of the United States to 
shape outcomes is diminishing. Time is running out.”
The gmups recommendations do not endorse 
either the current White House strategy of staying put 
in Iraq or calls from Bushs political opponents for a 
quick pullout or a firm timetable for withdrawal.
“The report is an acknowledgment that there will be 
no military solution in Iraq. It will require a political 
solution arrived at through sustained Iraqi and region­
wide diplomacy and engagement,” said Sen. Chuck 
Hagel, R-Neb.
Incoming House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
see Commission, page 3
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Cal Poly poinsettia project students will host an open house at the Poly Plant Shop 
on Friday and Saturday.
Poinsettias are in full bloom and ready to be taken home. With about 3,000 plants 
and 29 varieties, there are plenty to choose from. All range in color and size with unique 
names like “Jingle Bells” and “Kris Kringle.”
The Enterprise Project students have potted, watered, pruned and taken care of the 
plants since spring. Originally, they were given about 200 small cuttings of poinsettias 
of different varieties, which grew and multiplied into the thousands available now.
The cuttings were donated to Ckil Poly by Paiile Ecke, a grower in San Diego, who 
also crossbreeds the plants and gave them their names. One variety, “Peter Star White,” 
has white bracks (modified leaves, which are the flower-like part of the plant), straying 
from the traditional red color.
With sizes ranging from 4 inches to 4 feet, the pruning process took a lot of time and 
effort.
“They’re just picky little plants,” said Hilary Hirzel, an environmental horticulture 
science senior and Enterprise Project student.
She explained the plants are delicate and sensitive to heat and over-watering. She said
see Poinsettias, page 2
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Jamba Juice wams o f contaminated finit in smoothies
Elise
Woolworth, a 
general engi­
neering fresh­
man, bought 
a Coldbuster 
from Jamba 
Juice because 
she felt sick. 
She said the 
issue o f cont­
aminated 
strawberries 
didn’t bother 
her at all, “as 
long as there’s 
no problem 
anymore,” 
she said
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San Francrsco-based beverage chain 
Jamba Juice said Tuesday that several of 
its chain stores located along the West 
Coast might have used contaminated 
strawberries in late November.
According to Jamba Juice, a business 
that originated in San Luis Obispo, one 
of its suppliers, Cleugh’s Frozen Foods, 
notified the company last week that 
routine testing in a Salinas food process­
ing center found that its frozen straw­
berries tested positive for Listeria 
monocytogenes, a potentially harmful 
bacteria.
Cleugh’s, a subsidiary of Canadian 
organic food company SunOpta Inc., 
said in a statement late Monday that it 
had voluntarily recalled the strawber­
ries. The strawberries in question were 
shipped to several Jamba Juice stores in 
Southern California, Arizona and south­
ern Nevada.
As soon as information about the 
contaminated strawberries was relayed 
to Jamba Juice, the stores removed all 
strawberries delivered from Cleugh’s 
and disinfected all of their equipment, 
according to a press release.
San Luis Obispo has two Jamba Juice 
store locations, and each said they are 
doing their part to ensure that cus­
tomers aren’t purchasing beverages con­
taining contaminated strawberries.
“We actually never received a ship­
ment of the suspected contaminated 
strawberries from the supplier,” said 
Christyn Rossiter, Chorro Street Jamba 
Juice manager and kinesiology senior. 
“No Jamba Juice store from C'amarillo
to Paso Robles received the shipment 
and the supplier took back all the straw­
berries before they were delivered.”
O f the 32 menu items currently avail­
able at Jamba Juice locations in San Luis 
Obispo, 20 contain strawberries. 
Though Jamba Juice warns that smooth­
ies containing strawberries consumed 
from Nov. 25 to Dec. 1 may have been 
contaminated, the San Luis Obispo 
locations said they haven’t heard of any 
illnesses related to consuming the bever­
ages.
“As far as we know there hasn’t been 
anyone who got sick from a smoothie 
containing strawberries,” said the man­
ager of the Marsh Street Jamba Juice 
who preferred not to he named.
Concerning the contaminated straw-
see Jamba, page 2
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A variety o f red, white and even blue poinsettias are sold through the Poly Plant Shop. From left to right, 
Hilary Hirzel, David Gavar and Jose Sanchez are responsible for nearly 3,000 poinsettias.
Poinsettias
continued from page I 
plants should stay healthy and last 
with proper care.
Poinsettias are indoor plants that 
need indirect sunlight and watering 
once a week, she said.
Hirzel is showcasing painted 
poinsettias this year, which are lit­
erally painted dilTerent colors, and 
soinetinies are speckled, striped or 
have glitter. She uses a water-based 
paint with ethanol that does not 
burn the leaves.
“Were hoping to have a paint
booth,” she said, so people can 
come and paint their own poinset­
tias at open house this weekend.
Right now, the painted poinset­
tias are pre-order only, but cost just 
$2 or $3 more than regular poin­
settias.
Regular poinsettias range in 
price from $6 to $60, depending on 
size.
Some 4-mch potted plants, if left 
alone and uncontrolled, can grow 
10 to 15 feet, Jose Sanchez, anoth­
er enterprise student, said.
Sanchez also mentioned that full 
“controlled” growth can take from 
one to eight months, depending on
size. Once they are fully grown, to 
be in full bloom takes from eight to 
ten weeks.
“It’s the largest enterprise pro­
ject,” Sanchez said about the poin­
settias.
Last year, the group sold more 
than 2,500 plants, and this year 
expectations are the same.
This Friday and Saturday the 
Foly Plant Shop will be open from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.The shop is locat­
ed on campus in the environmental 
horticultural science building, on 
Via Carta Road.
For more information and direc­
tions, visit www.polyplantshop.com.
Jamba
continued from page /
berries and possibly related illness­
es. Jamba Juice has produced a cos­
tumer information tlier that details 
the extent of the contamination in 
addition to information about 
what the beverage company has 
done to rectify it.
The tlier also contains informa­
tion about the Listeria bacterium
and Its symptoms that can include 
fever, muscle aches, nausea and 
diarrhea.
If you have purchased a beverage 
containing strawberries from Jamba 
Juice and are experiencing any of 
these symptoms, Jamba Juice asks 
that you call 1-S77-464-56S9 or 
visit their Web site at www.janiba- 
juice.com to arrange a blood test 
or reimbursement.
This information has come in 
the wake of several fruit and veg-
etable related illnesses including 
the recent finding of green onions 
served at Taco Bell contaminated 
with the deadly E. Coli bacteria.
As of Wednesday, green onions 
have been removed from all 5,800 
Taco Bell restaurants and four New 
Jersey Taco Bell chains have been 
closed after a dozen people became 
ill after eating entrees containing 
green onions according to a press 
release.
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Did you know that M idas can:
•Perform broke service
• Change your oil
• Perform Factory Scheduled Maintenance 
•Replace your faulty muffler
•Install high-performance exhaust
• Align your car
•Rotate and balance your tires 
•Replace your catalytic converter 
•Perform general repairs
• Replace your tires 
•Perform fluid flushes
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IjQcal briefs
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Tec’s Me SLO, a new T-shirt sliop which 
replaced Bladerunner on the corner ot Monterey and Morro streets, 
opened its doors for business on Nov. 8.
The store offers T-shirts, hats and aprons, with everv thing stretched on 
artist canvases so it looks like an art giillery, said Joanna Limberg, owner 
of Tee’s Me SLO.
Tee’s Me SLO is located at 956 Monterey St. and is open tfoiii 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. on Monday,Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; noon to 8 p.m. on
Thursday; 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday; and noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
• • •
CAL POLY — A review course of the Medical C'.ollege Admission 
Test will be available for students interested in applying to medical 
schools.
The class will begin Jan. 2 and ends April 5, one week before the 
MC:AT test date, for 24 meetings on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 to 9 
p.m.The total fee is $1,045 and will be taught by Michael Black, an assis­
tant professor in the biological sciences department.
The course is offered through Cal Poly Continuing Education and 
University Outreach. For more information, call (805) 756-2053 or go
to www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu.
• • •
CAL POLY — Auditions for “The Vagina Monologues” end today.
Anyone interested in being a part of Eve Ensler’s production about 
sexual violence and female sexuality can go to room 219 in the 
University Union. No theater experience or preparation is necessary.
The production will be performed Feb. 15 to 18,2007 and is present­
ed by Cal Poly Women’s Programs to benefit sexual awareness programs.
• • •
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Jenny Bailey, a resident of Grover Beach, 
travelled to Africa in November, 2(X)5 to teach at a vocational school and 
will present “Night in Mozambique: Art, Film and Music” frcim her 
experiences.
A documentary on daily life in an African village will be shown and 
donations can be made to assist the people and projects of Lamego, 
Mozambique.
The event is sponsored by the Social Justice Committee of the 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of San Luis Obispo County and will 
be held on Dec. 11 at 6:30 p.m. at 232 Foothill Blvd.
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Commission
continued from page I 
aiul other I )eiiu)erats said tlie ball is 
in Bush’s court.
“ It the president is serious about 
the need tor cliange in Iraq, lie will 
tind Democrats ready to work with 
him in a bipartisan tashion to find a 
w,iy to end the w.ir as quickly as pos­
sible," Belosi said.
The Iraq panel's leaders said they 
tried to ,ivoid politically charged lan­
guage such as "v ictory." on the one 
hand or “civil war" on the other, but 
the worils they chose were still pow ­
erful. The report s.iys the current 
strategy is not working and I.iys out 
example after example where it has 
come up short.
As if to underscore that the con­
flict is hurtling out of control, the 
military reported that 10 American 
troops were killed Weslnesd.iy, adding 
to the toll of U.S. forces who h.ive 
died since the invasion that toppled 
Saddam I lussein in early 20()3. The 
United States has about 140.00(1 
tUHips in the country.
“We ilo not recommeiKl a stay- 
the-course solution," said Janies A. 
Baker III, the former secretary of 
state and Bush family adviser who 
a)-chaired the commission. “ In our 
opinion, that approach is no longer 
viable."
Former Kep. Lee 1 lamilton, 1 )- 
hid., the other co-chairman, said the 
commission agreed with Bush's goal 
of an Iraq able to govern, protect aiul 
sustain itself but that the administra­
tion needed new approaches.
“No course of action in Iraq is
guaranteed to stop ,i slidi- towan.1 
chaos," Hamilton said. “Yet, in our 
view, not all options h.ise been 
exhausted."
The report has been widely seen 
as an opportunity for Bush to pivot 
from policies blametl in large part for 
Kepublican losses in midterm elec­
tions last month. Bush praiscil the 
group's work, but gave no hiiu ofhi^ 
next move. He said he woukl give 
the findings a hard look and urgesl 
Congress to do the same.
“’Hiis report gives a very tough 
assessment of the situation in Iraq," 
Bush said after an earlv morninv; 
briefing from the group of five 
Republican and five Democratic 
former government offici.ils and 
advisers. “ It is a report th.it brings 
some really very interesting propos­
als, and we will take every proposal 
seriously and we w ill .ict in .i timeK 
fashion."
Bush met later with members of 
Congress fmm bvith political parties 
and said he wanted to cooperate to 
“send a message to the American 
people that the struggle for freedom, 
the struggle for our security is not 
the purview of one partv over the 
other."
The commission also briefed 
members of the Iraqi government by 
teleconference, and one official there 
agreed that Iratps must take responsi­
bility for their own security. 
“.Mssolute slependence on foreign 
troops is not possible," said I )eputy 
I’riine Minister Barham Saleh.
.Among its 7d recommendations, 
the group said the United States 
should reduce political, military or
Specific objectives set for Iraq’s future
Contained in the Iraq Study Group report are a set of milestones that Iraqi 
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki, in consultation with the U .S., put forward in 
key areas of security and governance critical for Iraq.
National reconciliation
By the end of 2006-early 2007 -  Approve March 2007 -  Refer- May -  Complete Militia Law imple- June 
Provincial Election, Petroleum, De-Baathification endum on constitu- mentation; approve amnesty agree- Provincial 
and Militia laws; set election date tional amendments ment: complete reconciliation efforts elections
Nouri
al-Maliki
2 0 0 7
Security
(pending joint 
U.S.-Iraqi review)
B y the end of 2006 -  Iraqi increase of 
2007 security spending over 2006 levels
April 2007 September December -  Security 
Control of Control of self-reliance (with U.S.
the Army provinces support)
cvonoiim- support for Ir.iq if the 
govormiiviit in B.ighd.id c'.nmot 
iiuk(' subst.mti.il progress, rhe report
s. iid lr.K|i Ic.idvrs h.ivv filled to deliv­
er better seeuritv or ptilitie.il eom- 
promises th.it would rediiee violenee, 
.iiul it implied th.it .i four-month 
joint U.S.-lr.iqi milit.iry e.imp.iign to 
reduee \ iolenee in B.ighd.id is hope­
less.
“Bee.iuse none of the oper.itions 
eondiK ted by U.S. .ind Ir.iqi niilit.iry 
forces .ire fuiKl.iment.illy eh.inging 
the eonditions eneour.iging the see-
t. iri.in \ iolenee, U.S. forces seem to 
be e.uuiht in .i mission th.it h.is no 
foresee.ible end," the report s.iid.
rii.it w.is .1 withering ev.ilu.ition 
of .1 eentr.il tenet of the Bush niili­
t.iry str.itegx' in Ir.iq. In B.ighd.ul .iiid 
elsewhere. U.S. torees .ire supposed 
to help Ir.iqi units “cle.ir, hold .iiid 
build." shorth.ind for routing insur­
gents or other fighters from problem 
.ire.is. seeuring those .ire.is from fur­
ther violenee .iiid setting .i positive 
future course.
On the highly emotion.il issue of 
troop w ithdr.iw.ils, the eomniission 
w.irned .ig.iinst either .i preeipitous 
pullb.iek or .m open-ended eomniit- 
nient to .i l.irge deployment.
“Milit.iry priorities must eh.inge," 
the report s.iid, tow.ird .i go.il of 
training, equipping and advising Ir.iqi 
forces.
The report said Bush should put 
aside misgivings and eng.ige Syria. 
Iran and the leaders of insurgent 
forces in negotiations on Iraq's 
future, to begin by year's eiul. It 
urged him to revive efforts at a 
broader Middle East peace.
The report laid out consequences 
from bad to worse, including the 
threat of w ider war m the Middle 
East and reduced oil production that 
would hurt the global economy.
In a slap at the I’eiit.igon. the com­
mission said there is significant
l.KAI’IIK in  \SS(H l/MI 1) I'Rl SS
ululerreporting of the actual level of 
violence in Iraij. It also faulted the 
U.S. intelligence effort, saying the 
gosernment “still iloes not under- 
staiul wry well either the insurgency 
in Iraq or the role of the militias.”
file commission recommended 
the number of U.S. troops embedded 
to train Iraqis slioukl increase dra­
matically. from 3,0<i(t to 4.(MI(I eur- 
rently to K),()()() to 2(l,(HK). 
('ommission meniberWilli.ini Berry, 
defense secretary in the (dinton 
.idministration. said those could be 
draw n from combat brig.ides already 
in Iraq.
Lhe report noted that Iraq costs 
run about SS billion a month and 
th.it the bills will keep coming, 
“(kiriiig for veterans and replacing 
lost eejuipment will run into the 
hundreds of billions of dollars," the 
commission said. “Estimates run as 
high as S2 trillion for the final cost of 
the U.S. involvement in Iraij."
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“l^ earl Harbor is “I think now Pearl ‘‘Pearl Harbor is more “I think that at this “I think Sept. 11 is
definitely less Harbor is less infamous infamous because we’ve point in time, Sept. 11 is more infamous because
infamous. We can because of the war in studied it so much in more infamous. But as Pearl Harbor was so long
relate to Sept. 11 Iraq that has definitely school. Maybe later on times change, we might ago. We all went through
because it happened in stemmed from Sept. 11. when kids study Sept. 11 see that Pearl Harbor Sept. 11 .We don’t know
our lifetime and it The aftereffects of Sept. that will become more had as much impact if how Pearl Harbor
affected so many people. 
We experienced the 
whole ordeal.”
11 are felt more than 
Pearl Harbor.”
-Nick Satt Jttatt
infamous.” not more than Sept. 11.” affected our society. We 
know how Sept. 11 
affected our society 
because we went 
through it.”
-Miuiciittc Fox psycltolot^ y and child -Ashley Sntith -Dietrich Rettnter -Calandra Chatty^
social science development psycholoyry electrical enyiineerittt^ landscape architecture
fresitntan seitior junior fresh matt freshman
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Best Sunday Brunch in SLO
hvi just to pwvf it we are f>oinf> to put our money where our mouth is.
1/2 off Sunday Brunch Entree
With purchase of a Bottomless Mimosa 
or a Bloody Mary. Offer expires 12 - 2 1 -0 6  
Max one per person. Max four per table.
Not valid with other offers. Must be 21.
¡8% fatuity added before discount
MISSION GRILL
Feauirm the Sumv Hrighi Ja" Trio 
Patio Dining, Football in the bar. 
iverx .Sunday ¡0am to ipm
Live Bands on the Patio From 3pm • 6pm
Eggs Benedict, Huevos Rancheros, Italian 
Frittata, Country Style Biscuits and Gravy, 
Mission Grill Omelets, and Much More.
1023 Chorro Street - San Luis Obispo - California - 93401-3222 - 805.547.5544
V oted  SLO ’s
BEST SAJVDWICH
17 Years & Running
O pen
7 DAYS A WEEK
MON-fri
WITH A ISO MIN null
COME ENJOY
SLO’s Best Patio
phone: 543-8684 1638 Osos Street | San Luis Obispo
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Briefs
Stare National International
SAN DII CjO (AP) — A
"latL Jiulgc i'll \\Vdncsd.i\ 
upheld (.'ahtornia s law pci m u ­
tiny the use of medical mari­
juana for medical purposes, 
rejecting a lawsuit by three 
counties challenging the 
decade-old statute.
The counties, led by San 
Diego, argued that local gov­
ernments shouldn't be bound 
to uphold state laws that are 
weaker than the federal blanket 
ban on marijuana.
San Diego (bounty sued 
Chilifornia and its health ser­
vices director in February over 
a vtate reejuirement that coun­
ties issue identification cards 
for medical marijuana users and 
maintain a registry of people 
who apply for the cards. San 
Bernardino and Merced coun­
ties joined the suit.
• • •
SA C R A M E N T O  (A P) —
Architect Frank Gehry, writer 
Alice Walker and actor Clint 
Eastwood were to be inducted 
Wednesday night into the new 
California Hall of Fame, which 
will honor achievements rang­
ing from the arts to politics, sci­
ence, entertainment and sports.
O ther honorées included 
tennis champion Billie Jean 
King, astronaut Sally Kide and 
AIDS researcher David Ho. 
Posthumous awards were to go 
to Ronald Reagan, Cw'sar 
(diavez.Walt Disnewihe aviator 
^melia Larhart and the natu- 
ih't John .Muir. 1 he Hearst 
and Packard families were .ilso 
to be honored.
.\riiold Schw.tizenegger 
■•-lestea tile honorées based on 
• ' ommendations from ,i com­
mittee.
MERLIN, Ore. (AP) — A
San I rancisco man wlu> got 
stranded in liie snowy wiluerness 
with his family nearly two weeks 
ago was found dead Wednesday in 
a mountain creek, authorities said.
James Kim's bod\- was discov­
ered in Oregon's snows (hiast 
R*inge rwo da\ s after his wife and 
two il.uighters were rescued from 
their car, stuck on a remote road. 
Kim had set out on toot over the 
weekend tt) find help for his fam- 
ily.
Ciroimd crews and helicopters 
had been searching the area tor 
Kim for days.
Kim. 3.T, was a senior editor for 
the technology media company 
CNET Networks Inc. Fie and his 
family had been missing since 
Nov. 25. They were heading 
home to San Francisco after a 
family vacation in the Pacific 
Northwest.
A pair of pants Kim had been 
wearing was found in the wilder­
ness on Tuesday, raising fears that 
he had become delirious fiom the 
cold.
• • •
N EW  YO RK  (A P) —
Britney Spears dumped him and 
his debut album bombed, but 
Kevin Federline says he’s doing 
“great.”
“I am good, 1 am great, you 
know ...just moving along, pro­
gressing and taking it all in stride,” 
the 2H-year-(dil aspiring rapper 
tells "F! News" in .in interview 
that was to air W'ediiesil.iy night.
Spears. 25. files! for ilivsirce last 
insinth ifter two sears of mar­
riage. She and Fs-derline have a I- 
\ear-old s o i k S s m i i  Prestsrn.and an 
infant son, |a\den lames. v\ho was 
bsrrn Ss'pt. 12. Spears is >s*eking 
iistoih ot both shiislren. with 
\ isitaturn rights for Fesleriine.
I BISHKEK, K yrgyzstan 
, (AP) — I'.S. serviceman
talally shot a cn ilian at the U.S.
; air base in Kyrgyzstan on 
I Wednesday "in response to a 
Î threat,” the militarv said.
; .A statement released by the 
! public affairs office at the 
j Manas Air Base, where U.S.
, planes and’ military personnel 
are stationed, said an Air Force 
security forces serviceman 
“used deadly force in response 
to a threat at an entry control 
checkpoint."
The civilian was treated by 
Air l-orce medics and died at 
the base’s emergency room, the 
statement from the 376th Air
E.xpeditionary Wing said.
• • •
U N IT E D  N A T IO N S (AP)
— The U.N. Security Council 
on Wednesday authorized an 
African force to protect 
Somalia’s government against 
an increasingly powerful Islamic 
militia, hoping to avert a broad­
er regional conflict that could 
draw in neighboring countries.
It also lifted an arms embargo 
against the country to allow the
force to be equipped.
• • •
L O N D O N  (A P ) —
Scotland Yard said Wednesday it 
is treating the death of former 
Russian spy Alexander 
Litvinenko as murder.
The announcement came 
nearly two weeks after 
Litvinenko died in a London 
hospital: the rare radioactive 
substance polonium -2l0 was 
found m his bodv.
Scotland Yard detectnes are 
in Moscow as part of the 
widening investigation into ins 
death.
Conservative Jewish scholars ease ban on gay 
ordination, overturn centuries of precedent
Rachel Zoll
IM I  I ) I ' R l "
NFW YORK — Conserv-itive 
Itwish scholars eased their ban 
Wedtu":d,iv on ordaining g.ivs. 
ipending thousands of years of 
preceilent w mle aoppmg 'hort of 
fulK accepting g.iy clergy.
I he (.amimittee on Jewish L.iw 
and Standards, w hich interprets reli­
gious l.iw for the movement, adopted 
three starkly conflicting ptilicies that 
nonetheless gave gays the chance to 
ser\e .is clergy.
( )ne upholds the prohibition 
ag.iinst g.iy rabbis. Another, billed as a 
compromise, permits g.iy iiidmation 
while continuing to ban male 
Midoniv. The third upholds the ban 
on uMV sexual relatimislnps in lewisli 
l.iw ind mentions the option for gays 
nndereo therapv aimed at » hang- 
ng their sexual orientation.
That le.ives seminaries and syna- 
ogues to decide on their ow n w hich 
approach to follow.
It will also test what C'onservative 
Jewish leaders call their "big tent” — 
illowing diverse practices by the 
movement’s more than l.IMM) rabbis
aiiil “5" \'<srth 3nierican svna- 
L,ogues.
The 25-member panel made its 
decision in .i twi>-d.iv closed meeting 
in an L.’pper Fast Side scn.igogue. 
Students tn>m i e.w .ulvocacv group 
at the lewish Fheoiogic.il Seniinarv. 
the flaeship sehool of C'onservative 
Judaism, stood vigil nearbv while the 
results wem announced.
Conservative leaders are struggling 
to hold the slirinking middle ground 
of American Judaism, losing members 
to both the' liberal Reform and the 
traditional Orthodox branches.
Reform Jews, .is well as the small­
er Reconstructionist bniiich. allow 
g.ivs to bectime rabbis: the ( Orthodox 
bar g.iys and women fnitii ordination.
The last niaior L.iw (Aimmittee 
vote on gay relationships came in 
1692. when the panel voted 16-3. 
with one abstention, tti.it lewish law- 
barred opetilv g.iv students from sem­
inaries and pniliibited the more than 
l.IKKl rabbis in the movement from 
officiating at g.iy union ceremonies.
The debate focuses on Leviticus 
I H:22. which states, "Do not lie with 
a male as one lies.with a woman” — 
echoing the fight m mainline 
I’mtestant groups about the Bible and
.a* iT*rnv ft
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O ne last roll call 
survivors 
an in fam ous day
Jaym es Song
ASSCH I.M i:i) I'RI SS
FEARL HARBOR, H.iwaii — 
This will be their last visit to this 
watery grave to share stories, 
e.xchange smiles, find peace and 
salute their fallen friends.
This, they say, will be their final 
farewell.
With their number quickly 
dwindling, survivors of Pearl 
Harbor will gather Thursd.iy one 
last time to honor those killed by 
the Japanese 65 years ago,' and to 
mark a day that lives in infamy.
“This will be one to remember,” 
said Mai Middlesworth, president 
of the Pearl Harbor Survivors 
Association.“It’s going to be some­
thing that we’ll cherish forever.”
The survivors have met here 
every five years for four decades, 
but they’re now in their 80s or 90s 
and are not counting on a 70th 
reunion. They have made every 
eflfort to report for one final roll 
call.
“We’re like the dodo bird. We’re 
almost extinct,” said Middlesworth, 
now an 83-year-old retiree from 
Upland, Calif., but then — on Dec. 
7, 1941 — an 18-vear-old Marine
oil the USS San Francisco.
Nearly 560 survivors from across 
the nation were expected to make 
the trip to Hawaii, bringing with 
them 1.3(H) family members, 
numerous wheelchairs and too 
many liauiiting memories.
Memories of a shocking, two- 
hour aerial raid that destroyed or 
heavily damaged 21 ships and 320 
aircraft, that killed 2,360 people 
and wounded 1,178 others, that 
plunged the United States into 
World War II and set in motion the 
events that led to atomic bombings 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
“ I suspect not many people have 
thought about this, but we’re wit­
nessing history,” said Daniel 
Martinez, chief historian at the 
USS Arizona Memorial. “We are 
seeing the passing of a generation.”
The attack may have occurred 
65 years ago, but survivors say they 
can still hear the explosions, smell 
the burning flesh, taste the sea 
water and hear the cries.
“The younger ones were crying, 
‘Mom! Mom! Mom!”’said Edward 
Chun, who witnessed the attack 
from the Ten-Ten dock, just a cou­
ple hundred yards away from
see Pearl Harbor, page 13
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• 1960 Ivory Coast claims independence from France.
• 1934 Pilot Wiley Post discovers jet stream.
• 1941 Japanese attack Pearl Harbor.
BWK.'Review
Bestseller portrays pain o f lost parent
(B y  ^ m iC ie  ^ g g e r
B O O K
O F  T H É  
W É É K :
Eximtidy Laid (md h oM ty Ckæ
i i xtremely Loud and 
Incredibly Close, the 
national bestseller 
and second novel by author 
Jonathan Safran Foer, takes on a
out to find its corresponding lock. 
His journey takes him all through­
out New York City, and ends up 
being more about finding closure 
than anything else.
Don’t be fooled by the simple 
premise of the story, however; The 
careful reader that will read 
between the lines of narrative and 
dialogue to find something deeper. 
During his eight-month journey, 
Oskar encounters numerous peo­
ple who are dealing with deep pain 
themselves.
The glimpses we get of these 
characters widen the applicability 
of the book to more than just 
those directly affected by Sept. 11. 
We meet the woman going 
through a bitter divorce, the old 
man who hasn’t left his apartment 
in 30 years because of his extreme 
loneliness, and perhaps most
character, a grieving boy, 
coping with the recent 
death of his father in the 
attack on the World Trade 
Center.
Through the meticulous 
thought-process o f a 9- 
year-old child, Foer master­
fully portrays a kind of pain 
that applies to people of all 
ages. Although the premise 
of the book is the events of 
Sept. 11, the implications of
the novel do not stop there. They His naturally curious spirit still 
go on to include all kinds o f alive, we find Oskar snooping in his
Through the heartaches and 
triumphs o f  Oskar ScheD, Foer 
depicts humanity^s struggle to find 
peace amid the chaos o f  pain.
searches for finality and closure in 
the midst of great loss.
We first meet the protagonist 
Oskar Schell during the limousine 
ride to his father’s funeral. From 
the very beginning, the reader gets 
to know him as incredibly preco­
cious, as well as understandably
parents’ closet the day after the 
funeral. The main plot of the book 
begins here, when he stumbles 
upon a key that belonged to his 
father.
Never having seen the key 
before and always ready for a trea­
sure hunt, Oskar immediately sets
W a n t  to
S P I C E
u p  y
o u t  t h e
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broken by the public and personal 
tragedy that he has endured.
It’s immediately obvious to the importantly, Oskar’s grandmother, 
reader how tormented this young whose own story evolves into a 
boy is; even though he is uncom- riveting sub-plot, giving the reader 
heavy task: describing the profound monly bright, he is still unable to a chance to put the pieces of the 
pain that comes from losing a loved rationalize his horrible loss, and novel together to form an even 
one. Foer sets out to do this incapable of even beginning to more fulfilling story, 
through the perspective of his main come to peace with it. Foer’s writing style is at once
relatable and unconven­
tional; He uses tools 
uncommon to the novel 
genre to add to his writ­
ing. There are drawings 
and photographs sprin­
kled throughout the 
book, as well as varying 
font sizes and styles used 
to magnify different 
points.
However risky, these 
moves don’t in any way 
come across as overdone or exag­
gerated. In fact, nothing in the 
book seems faked or forced. Foer 
avoids the saccharine road that 
some stories with this subject mat­
ter have taken by keeping the book 
connected to a real, likeable char­
acter that the audience can’t help 
but sympathize with.
Some aspects of the book do
require a little patience:
Foer’s intertwining of two 
stories is beautifully done, 
but in such a way that the 
reader has to remember a 
high number of details and 
plot lines to understand 
exactly what is going on.
Also, since Oskar’s jour­
ney takes him all over the 
city, the story will make 
more sense to one who has 
an understanding of the 
geography of New York.
However, any energy 
exerted reading book is 
well worth the time and 
effort. As a storyteller, Foer 
is trustworthy; it’s evident 
from the beginning that he 
has command of where the 
novel is going, so, even 
when a little confused, the 
reader will have no prob­
lem letting go of conven­
tion.
An unusual, surprising and ulti­
mately moving read, “Extremely 
Loud and Incredibly Close’’ takes 
its readers on a journey similar to 
that of its main character.
Through the heartaches and tri­
umphs of Oskar Schell, Foer 
depicts humanity’s struggle to find
AT“T]
I Imm*
COURTFSY PHOlO
Jonathan Safiran’s second novel 
“Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close,” 
is a national bestseller.
peace amid the chaos of pain. 
Although quite different than what 
might be expected, this novel is 
sure to be found relatable and 
rewarding by all.
Emilie EjUicr is a history sophomore 
and Mustanji Daily book reviewer.
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p re  Boutique. 
Facials ~ Skincare Products -  Full Body Waxing
$ 5  Off Full Body Waxing
Gift Certificates Available
712.4307
1318 Garden St., SLO 
www.ApothecarySkinBoutique.com
E D U C A T IO N A L /H E A L T H  CARE  
C A R E E R S  W O R K S H O P
The CaHfomia Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation is currently 
seeking educators and health care workers to work at the California 
Men's Colony in San Luis CXiispo. Applications are being accepted for 
Senior Librarians in Education, and LVN's, Physicians and Surgeons, 
Clinical Dieticians and Lab Assistants in Health Care.
For those interested, please contact Tammy Neotti, Institution 
Personnel Officer, at the California Men's Colony, 1-805-647-7580. A 
hiring workshop for these positions will also be available on Saturday, 
December 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Conference Center 
in Visalia.
If you are interested in attending the workshop, please 
call Nancy Martinez at 1-559-992-7100 ext. 5346 to 
RSVP for Senior Librarians. To RSVP for Health Care, 
call Aimee Yuki at 1-916-341-7007.
Those interested may also visit the CDCR website:
http://www.cdcr»ca.gQyZC-flffi!MQPDgftyniiiea/.asp
D evan M cC laine
MUSfANC. DAIIY
I recently tried to kill 
two birds with one stone.
This being the time of year 
when term papers, projects 
and finals heap themselves 
upon students with reck­
less abandon, 1 am doing a 
project on the bar scene in 
San Luis Obispo. I can’t 
give up my night life just 
because 1 have a couple of 
projects and term papers 
due, can I?
The best of both worlds, 
right? Not so much.
It is tough taking crowd 
photos at bars that are play­
ing techno like it’s Ciermany 
circa 1^‘M. The pictures 
come out looking like a hal­
lucination.
Also, there are some bouncers 
who have seen “Koad House” one 
too many times and want to know 
why you are taking a picture of the 
sign 111 front of the bar. “What are 
you doin’ man?” Cdiill out Swayze, 
it’s for a project.
In addition to these setbacks, let’s 
not forget every girl in the bar get­
ting the stalker vibe when you are 
taking a picture m their general 
direction.
Nonetheless, I have fought on. I 
have some really awesome pictures.
MD v i :^l v i í t  R O P IÍ
DRIVER LICENSE 
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P-town, CA *
1 in  2003
as most intoxicated people are 
inviting to anything holding a cam­
era. 1 also have some great audio, 
you would be amazed at some of 
the conversations that go on in the 
background at bars. You just tend to 
forget them for obvious reasons.
Try bringing a tape recorder 
with you, it’s like hearing a con­
versation from a parallel universe. 
Plus, It’s fun because you don’t 
know the context. So the next 
morning when you review your 
tape you will have no idea what the 
guy standing next you meant when 
he said, “Hro, why is your hand in
Points?” Now, because I 
was sober 1 know it was 
some guy talking to his 
grabby buddy who was try­
ing to reach for a dollar out 
of his pants on pint night.
However, if you were 
hung over, you would find 
this pretty awkward.
The next step is going to 
be catching a cab home, 
which should prove to be 
epic. Cabbies aren’t the 
most cheerful people in the 
world. I’m sure they will be 
thrilled to have four drunken 
patrons in the cab, followed 
by spontaneously random 
flashes from a digital camera.
One thing I’m hoping for 
is a mass exodus to the bars 
by my fellow procrastinators. 
For one thing, I really don’t
want pictures of empty bars, that 
dog won’t hunt.
Remember, there is always 
tomorrow, until tomorrow comes 
in the form of an 8 a.m. final or 10- 
page paper.
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Cfiecè. out wdat*5 going on in SLO County tkis 
weeii. Wdetder i fs  art, fiim , music, tfieater or 
cufture, TO LySlLL jjosts tfie Catest events.
• Saturday, Dec. 9, 8 p.m.
Cal Poly Choirs will present “A  Christmas 
Celebration* at the Performing Arts Center. 
Tickets are $10 to $20. Call the PAC at 756 ' 
2 7 8 7 for tickets or fo r  more information.
• Saturday, Dec. 9, 6  to 9  p. m.
Fourteen blocks ofVictorian-style homes decked 
out with holiday decorations and festivités will 
take place during Paso Robles* annual “Vine 
Street. ** The night will include Scrooge, Santa 
Claus, the Grinch, carolers, dancers, music, food, 
trolley rides and a whole lot more. Call 238-4103  
for more information.
•  Dec. 11 and Dec. 13, 5:45 to 6:45 p.m.
Want to relax after finals? San Luis Obispo
County Parks is offering yoga classes fo r $5 to all 
Cal Poly students. Call Shoosh at 772-3560 for  
more information.
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New hip-hop club breaks onto scene
Tristan Aird
MUSTANC; DAllY
Some people view hip-hop music as nothing 
more than just that, music.
But a Cal Poly group still in its first year on 
campus is representing hip-hop culture and all 
of its elements: emcees, DJs, graffiti art and 
breakdancing.
Formed last spring. Students United 
by Hip-Hop Cultures mission 
statement is “to provide a 
place for those interested in 
hip-hop culture to take 
part in or experience the 
culture as well as posi­
tively affect the commu­
nity.”
“There’s so much 
behind hip-hop other  ^
than the music,” said 
one of the gmup’s 
three founders, 
business junior 
Matt Johnson. “In 
general and in the 
San Luis Obispo 
area, people get a mis­
leading idea about hip- 
hop culture. It has a neg­
ative connotation in the 
older generation.”
The group’s president, 
journalism junior Brian 
McMullen, said part of the 
reason people often 
misunderstand hip- 
hop culture is 
because of
underexposure.
“You go to 
UU Hour 
and it’s all 
rock bands, 
emo and things 
of that nature,'
McMullen said. “ It’s
the students who are interested in hip-hop cul­
ture that are kind of hidden among the student 
body.The club is really a chance for those inter­
ested in hip-hop.”
Though it may relocate next quarter, the 
group currently meets weekly at 8 
p.m. Tuesdays in the Business 
building. Roughly 10 to 12 
people show up regularly, 
McMullen said.
“ T h e  
goal of 
the club
 ^. . I '
only to give people * 
interested a place to 
s go, but also to bring venues 
and more hip-hop to the commu­
nity in a positive way too,” McMullen  ^
said. “We’re in the roots or genesis stage. 
We’re trying to make our mark and get ^  
known.”
McMullen said the group strives to 
represent all styles of hip-hop, whether 
it’s underground. Top 40 or club. West 
Coast, East Coast, old-school or any­
thing else.
“The group covers every- 
 ^ ^  . thing,” McMullen said.
I “We love all hip-hop.
The group does not 
discriminate.”
The group focuses on the 
positive origins of hip-hop 
before it became used as a 
marketing tool,Johnson said.
“Hip-hop has always 
been about having fun, but 
you have to be responsi­
ble,” he said.
Though both McMullen 
and Johnson said they listen to 
forms of hip-hop, their favorite
emcees and groups vary. ^
McMullen said B>80s 
and underground are his favorites, 
but he also listens to contemporary
artists such as Ludacris.
Johnson, who breakdances, listed his favorite 
acts as Aesop Rock, Binary Star, 
Cunninglynguists, Zion 1 and Gateway.
“1 listen to something you can get a lot 
from,” Johnson said.
Aside from McMullen and Johnson, the 
group’s other founder is civil engineering major 
Brenton Smith. Its adviser is Preston Allen, asso­
ciate vice president of Student Affairs.
McMullen’s ultimate goal for the group is 
ambitious.
“1 envision it being part of C"al Poly’s history 
in the future,” he said.“It becomes something so 
big and well regarded that students when 
considering universities to go to might say, 
‘C'al Poly has this really sweet hip-hop 
^  club. 1 want to see about 
going there.’”
Students United by 
Hip-Hop meets 
Tuesdays in the 
Business buiiding at 
8 p.m.
Mustang Daily
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Does your band 
have what it takes 
to be the best?
Devan M cClaine
MUSTANC; DAILY
In an effort to find upcoming college 
bands and musical acts, mtvU announced 
the launch of its Web site www.bestmusi- 
concampus.com. The site gives students 
an opportunity to build profiles featuring 
blogs, videos and their original music. 
The most popular bands will be eligible 
for awards including artist of the year, 
month and week.
Students can help their favorite acts 
succeed by voting for them online.
Winners will receive airplay on mtvU 
and possibly MTV, in addition to promo­
tion. Monthly winners will be eligible for 
record deals from three labels: Def Jux, 
Drive-Thru and Epitaph records.
“We’re excited to partner with 
Epitaph, Drive-Thru and Def Jux — con­
necting the best of our wildly talented 
and eclectic audience with labels where 
they can flourish creatively and blow up,” 
said Stephen Friedman, general manager 
of mtvU.
The Artist of the Year winner will be 
selected from 50 finalists nationwide and 
be unveiled on NBC’s “Late Night with 
Conan O ’Brien” in May 2007. The win­
ner will also receive a year’s promotion 
from their respective label and a record 
deal from one of the three underground 
recording labels.
“We are looking to discover college 
bands and give them a national stage,” 
Friedman said.
MtvU is broadcasted exclusively to 750 
college campuses nationwide, including 
Cal Poly, encompassing an enrollment of 
over two million students. The channel is 
broadcasted around the clock in dorms, 
fitness areas and dining halls.
Although the channel is not yet avail­
able in private homes, users can download 
streaming broadcasts of their favorite 
mtvU shows and clips fn.>m the Web site, 
mtvU.com.
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right to 
edit letters for grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentaries and car­
toons do not represent the views of the 
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 
words. Letters should include the writer’s 
full name, phone number, major and class 
standing. Letters must come from a Cal 
Poly e-mail account. D o not send letters 
as an attachment. Please send the text in 
the body of the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com 
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26. Room 226 
Cal Poly, SLO, C A  93407
corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in 
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal 
Poly campus and the neighbonng com­
munity. W e appreciate your readership 
and are thankful for your careful reading. 
Please send your correction suggestions 
to m u 3 ta n g d a ily @ g m a il.co m
notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum.” Student editors have full 
authority to make all content decisions 
without censorship or advance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however; the removal of more than 
one copy of the paper per day is subject 
to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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Christmas just as merry in Spain
O ver 3,000 miles away from the United States and across the Atlantic 
Ocean, I find myself far from 
home this Christmas. However, it s 
comforting to know that even in 
Spain there are some things that 
different cultures can share. After 
living in this country for the past 
three months. I’ve come to love 
the people here, regardless of their 
stone-cold faces and their pushy 
nature.
Yet, it’s with the holidays, as the 
season always manages to warm 
the coldest of hearts, that I’ve got­
ten a glimpse of the softer side of 
Spain. 1 see it most in the way my 
city has been preparing for 
Christmas. The endless rows of 
wreaths that are strung from 
building to building, the festive 
garlands twisted around columns 
in all the plazas, and the familiar 
“hustle and bustle” inevitable in 
any gift-giving atmosphere all 
melt the boundary between me 
and the “Spaniard.”
I do miss the little things from 
home, like actually being able to 
have a coffee to go, a hot choco­
late that’s not pure chocolate, and 
I’ll even go as far as to say a 
Starbucks. 1 also miss going with 
my family to Steve’s Christmas 
tree lot and then decorating the 
tree later with all the best Mickey 
Mouse and Disney character orna­
ments from 1989.
It’s these American traditions
NAME:
Jackie Pugh
MAJOR:
Journalism
COUNTRY:
Spain
^  1 i
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that are, in essence, wonderfully 
cheesy and taken for granted, and 
thus where Spain has taught me to 
appreciate my own culture while 1 
experience a different one abroad.
For a truly amazing spectacle, 
nothing was more in the spirit of 
Christmas than Plaza Mayor at 6 
p.m. on Dec, 1. It was the day that 
the lights finally turned on and I 
had never seen the plaza or the 
surrounding streets so crowded.
It’s a known fact that the people 
here live their lives outside — 
everyone is always walking and 
enjoying life through the daily, 
casual stroll. But the night of Dec. 
1 was one that stood out from the
rest. The oldest of people, the 
youngest of people, families, girl­
friends, boyfriends, old friends; 
they all flocked to see the moment 
the dry would sparkle — and then 
it did.
Millions of lights strewm across 
the streets began to twinkle, the 
gigantic Christmas tree, standing 
tall, radiated. And, of course, strobe 
lights of red and green skated 
across the ice rink in the middle of 
the plaza. To the left was a choir 
singing “Little Drummer Boy” in 
Spanish, to the right an immacu­
lately gilded carousel, and border­
ing the plaza were tiny, snow­
capped houses for Santa’s little
helpers.
But, perhaps the most popular 
display of Christmas in Spain 
would have to be the nativity 
scenes that are present in the 
majority of store windows and are 
numerous in the Spanish house­
hold where I live. Another testa­
ment to the craze would be the 
rather grand display of the 
mechanical Virgin Mary, baby 
Jesus and farm animals that move 
their heads and limbs that seems to 
attract the biggest crowd in Plaza 
Mayor.
And so, it’s the subtle differ­
ences and the emphasis placed on 
varying aspects of the world- 
renowned holiday that I can’t help 
but enjoy in this unique experi­
ence. The culture shock of living 
in a country whose population 
stays out until 6 or 7 a.m., prac­
tices daily “siestas” and whose 
food consists of “tapas” and gallons 
of olive oil, all seems radically dif­
ferent when I compare it to my 
life three months ago.
Yet, as I’ve tried to show 
through the fact that I’m still that 
blonde and blatant “Americana” 
student, I suddenly don’t feel so 
out of place.
Christmas is coming, and seeing 
the season, if only at a glance, from 
this new perspective only makes 
me appreciate my culture, as well 
as recognize how it’s similar to 
others. Feliz Navidad from abroad. 
Merry Christmas.
LETTERS
T O  T H E  E D IT O R
Train accident exploited
It’s appalling that Michael 
Macedo would write an entire 
letter, based entirely on his own 
conclusions, completely void of 
facts and intellectual thought.
As a personal friend of Ryan 
West 1 can tell you that there was 
at least one witness, who stated 
that Ryan was in fact, not lying 
on the train tracks passed out, 
rather he was walking. As to 
Ryan’s lack of memory regarding 
the accident, it is 3 fact that 
human beings have an internal 
defense mechanism that protects 
us when faced with severe danger 
and physical trauma. I believe the 
doctors at Sierra Vista would con­
cur that Ryan’s lack of memory 
regarding this incident is attrib­
uted directly to the trauma in 
which he has suffered.
We all know that the train 
tracks are used daily by pedestri­
ans and cyclists as a convenience. 
Ryan West is not the only person 
who has been struck by this tram. 
While it may be hard to believe, 
it is also a known fact that people 
struck by trains report that they 
neither heard nor saw the 
oncoming train.
Mr. Macedo suggests that no 
extra precautions should be 
taken, winch merely continues to 
demonstrate his ignorance and
single-mindedness.
Ryan is a member of the Cal 
Poly family; he is one of our 
own. We should be showing com­
passion, not condemning him. In 
conclusion, Michael Macedo 
should be ashamed and embar­
rassed by his cold-hearted com­
ments and his lack of compassion. 
His actions and statements clearly 
demonstrate to me that natural 
selection is not in place.
M organ C ook
Agribusiness junior
Students responsible for 
their own saiety
I read with much interest the 
lead article in the Nov. 30 
Mustang Daily, which wrung 
hands and gnashed teeth, about 
safety responsibility for students 
trespassing on private property 
when walking along or crossing 
the railroad tracks.
The Union Pacific Co., city 
and county of SLO and, to a less­
er degree. Cal Poly administra­
tion, were identified as being cul­
pable for responsibility. NOTH­
ING was written that would sug­
gest that the students were 
responsible for their own safety. 
Diesel locomotives and the trains 
they pull/push make a lot of 
noise, the ground shakes near the 
track when they are nearby, a 
light rotates on the front of the 
locomotive and the engineer 
sounds an air horn (maybe not 
often enough!).
Bill Watton commented on 
alert niechanisms that are activat­
ed when a train is passing. DUH! 
Shouldn’t a passing train be a
pretty good signal in itself? For 
someone to walk on or too close 
to the tracks or have a rear wheel 
of his bicycle clipped by the 
looming oncoming locomotive is 
sad, but has to be categorized as 
dumb, yes dumb, or under the 
influence of something other 
than common sense.
Fences and crossing arms won’t 
solve the problem for the likes of 
them. I respectfully suggest that 
the responsibility for student safe­
ty on and near the tracks rests 
entirely with the student. That is 
where the Mustang fìnger sould 
be vociferously pointing.
Bill Carley
Paso Robles resident
Nothing newsworthy about 
Christians on campus
Mustang Daily, thank you so 
much for your piece on C'ampus 
Crusade for Christ. I am grateful, 
because it hadn’t actually sunk in 
that there was any sort of Christian 
group on campus until you had 
mentioned it 30 or 40 times.
I know there is no diversity on 
campus, but please, just once, 
couldn’t you challenge your writ­
ers to find something original in 
our little eggshell sea? From my 
undcrstaiuj^ng, nothing that 
newsworthy has happened with 
C'.hristians since the death of the 
last pope. Most of your readers 
are not complete dolts: we get it 
after the first couple ti.nes.When 
there is news, please tell us. 
(Otherwise, don’t worry; we’ve 
heard it before.
M atthew Valentine
Architecture senior
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Looking for reality 
after graduation
E r in  R o o f
D aiiy K^Nl S iA i iR (KtNi  S i am U.)
I rented “Reality Bites” last night. It 
seemed like the right thing to do 
heeause I am graduating in two weeks, 
and I have yet to get my gr.idiiation 
gown, write my resume or coneoet a 
life plan. In the end, the movie just 
made me more depressed.
I wonder if a few months dt)v\ n the 
road I will find myself in Wiiunia 
Ryders characters position: chain­
smoking cigarettes and lying on the 
couch for days, 
while running up a 
S.SOO phone bill 
pouring out my life 
story to a TV psy­
chic. More likely, I 
will be consuming 
large amounts of 
whiskey and listen­
ing to Elliott 
S m i t h ' s  
“Either/C)r" album 
on repeat. Either 
way. I’ll admit it:
I’m a little scaa'd.
C A>llege has lx*en 
so go<xl to me. I 
have learned so 
much. I have for- 
gotten even inoa*.
(Thanks, Intm to Formal l ogic, for 
those four months I will never get 
back.) I b.ive lived in some of the 
gR'atest cities in the world: l.oiukni, 
(ieneva, Cleveland. And I have made 
the best friends of mv life. Most inipiir- 
taiitly. I have learned time niana*ge- 
nient. I have gamed the skill of le.iving 
a bar at 2:.Vl a.m. and still m.iking it ti> 
that 1 .S a.m. class.
I'm iu)t ready to close tins chapter of 
my life. But I h.ive no choice VUien I 
tell people I'm gr.iduating, they usually 
react as if that means I am falling ofl the 
face of the planet. Is that what real
I w a n t to  b e  
ab le  to  p ay ofF  
m y  s tu d e n t  
lo a n s  an d  sdll 
afford  to  ea t at 
th e  sa m e rim e. 
In sh o rt. I’m  
lo o k in g  for  a 
m ira c le .
adulthood is like? After the cliff of 
graduation is a bottomless pit of 
responsibilities, priorities and, oh Ccxl, 
babies or something?
No thanks. I’d rather crawl back to 
sophomore year when 1 didn’t even 
have a job. could sleep in until noon 
and my fancy little l lashC i^rd would 
buy me dinner every night.
My boyfriend is a junior. I lookeci at 
him yesterday morning, sleeping 
peacefully, and started crying. He has a 
year and a half left and d(x*sn’t realize 
how lucky he is.
■At the heart of 
this trauma is my 
worr\- I will fail. I 
h.ive’ always been .i 
gotxl student. I’m 
even graduating 
iiiagna cum laude, 
damn it. But I will 
leave Kent State 
with a very expen- 
si\e piece of paper, 
not a guarantee of 
Miccess. I have to do 
that myself. And I 
have no idea how. 
No one teaclu*s you 
how to "w»)rk your 
w.iy up 111 the busi­
ness.”
I want to be a success. 1 want to be 
t.iiented. I want to be .ible to p.iy off 
my student loans and still afford to eat 
at the same time. In short. I’m looking 
for a miracle.
“Reality Bites” did give me one 
good piece of ad\ ice. Ethan I law ke’s 
char.icter turns to a spazzed-out. post- 
graduation Winona Ryder and s.iys. 
“I loney, the only thing you have to be 
by the age of 2.^  is yourself.”
(iood thing I've got two months 
before I turn 2.V M.iybe, in some 
w.ivs. I’m alie.ul of the uame.
M u s t a n g  D a il y
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Espresso expressions
JAMF.S Gl.KN MlsiANc; lull Y
Je n n y  P e d e rse n
f ill C a i i i o r m a  .Ac.i.ii (U i :  D ams)
Let's be honest: I've sunk to a new all-time low. I’veryoiie in college pro- 
(. l^^tlllates sometimeA. You should 
be. could be and would be study­
ing. But instead, you make pasta, 
wash your dishes, bleach your 
teeth, go to the gym and finally sit 
down to write that letter to your 
great-aunt Ingrid.
1 despise mv classes so much 
this quarter that yesterday 1 decid­
ed to scrub my toilet just to .ivoid 
studying for a midterm, and 
frankly, I was happy for the dis­
traction. This desperation disturbs 
me on multiple levels. Most obvi­
ously unnerving is that 1 didn’t 
think shades of my mother would 
come out in
me this strong- _ _ _ _ _ _
ly until 1 was, 1 
don’t know, in 
my niid-30s?
As the quar­
ter draw's to a 
close, profes­
sors’ voices 
become little 
more than a 
b a c k g ro u n d  
buzz in the ear.
Hot TAs are 
losing their 
luster with 
each passing 
discussion sec­
tion much like 
I’m losing my 
summer tan.
T e x t  b o o k s 
have become 
more boring 
and harder to 
read than
when you first bought them and 
even the irritating smart kids in 
class, who have shirked the 
responsibility of student-slacking 
solidarity and spent the entire 
quarter making the rest of us 
look bad. have lost their steam 
and shut up.
The good news is. in appmxi- 
mately four days I can stop my 
daily trip to the bathrooms of 
Wellman to scratch oft' yet anoth­
er d.iy of the quarter on the stall 
wall(whoever decided to make 
Spanish a five-day class is an idiot).
A wise person (obviously not 
myself) once said life happens 
while you’re busy doing other 
things. This explains why all dra­
matic events both spectacular and 
traumatic occur during finals 
week.
It is why you find yourself at 2 
a.m. the night before a midterm 
locked in a conversation with 
your mommates about life, love, 
the pursuit of happiness and the 
hottest I )isney ch.iracter of all 
time (definitely Eric from “The 
I ittle Mermaid”) — instead of 
permanently attached to your lap­
top w riting a lO-p.ige term paper, 
which is where you know you
What our 
professors have 
forgotten is that 
we’re not here 
just forking 
over tuition 
money for a 
college
education. We 
are paying for a 
college 
experience.
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should be.
Now it's crunch time and we’re 
all spending a lot more time in the 
library. We are tloing the very best 
w'e can to focus, whether that 
means living in your favorite 
striped flannel pajamas or doing 
espresso shots at regular 4.3- 
minute intervals. 1 pass tables full 
of people hunched over text­
books.
But in reality, I have never actu- 
alK’ met anyone who reads them. 
They are probably the most 
expensive “reference guides” 
you’ll ever buy and never read. 
Besides, I see that glazed-over 
look in your eye, so what are you 
thinking about?
I personally fantasize about 
meeting the authors of my text­
books. Who are they and how did 
they manage 
to live with 
themselves for 
the months it 
must take 
them to write 
such dribble? 
And I can 
only imagine 
that to write it 
means they, 
too, must have 
actually h.ad to 
read other 
books as bor­
ing as their 
own. Is it like 
some sort of 
in te l le c tu a l  
cult where 
they have can­
dlelit readings? 
I’m hoping 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  that being
knee-deep in 
research on the anthropological 
symbolism of snow crabs causes 
some sort of nirvana state and 
some soul-searching moments of 
clarity, which you simply aren’t 
sharing. Still, 1 can hardly make it 
to page tha*e and I didn’t even 
bother with the intm.
Nonetheless, professors gaze 
benevolently on their tiers of stu­
dents as if the l(K»-plus p.iges of 
reading the>' just assigned was an 
awe-inspired blessing meant to 
shape the shameful hours of our 
otherwise fruitless free time.
What our pmfessors have for­
gotten is that we’re not here just 
forking over tuition money for a 
college education. We are p.iying 
for a college experience.
I’eople, these are the d.iys of 
ytnir lives, so study, become suc­
cessful. etcetera. But more impor­
tantly. go watch old “Duck Tales” 
episodes with your downstairs 
neighbors, facebook chat with 
your high school friend about sur­
viving school m Iowa, or just let 
the guy you’re kinda into stick 
around until 3 a.m. “fixing your 
computer,” or, you know, w hatev- 
er it is that you do.
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10 U.S. troops, 8 Iraqis killed in Iraq m ortar accident
Q a i s  A l - B a s h i r
SSMX IM M) I'Rl S'
BA(.HI)Al). Iraq — rcn U.S. 
troc)ps were killed Wednesday in 
K)ur separate incidents in Iraq, and a 
mortar attack that killed at least 
eiqht people and wounded dozens 
in a secondhand goods market was 
fiillovwd closely by a suicide bomb­
ing in Baghdad's mainly Shiite dis­
trict of Sadr C]ity, authorities said.
"Our thoughts and prayers go out 
to chose family members who haee 
lost loved ones today," said U.S. mil­
itary spokesman Lt. C'ol. 
Cdiristopher Garver. The military 
confirmed that the 10 Americans 
had died but gave no further details.
The deaths raised to at least 2,017 
the number of members of the U.S. 
military who have died since the 
beginning of the war in 2003, 
according to a count by The 
Associated Press. So far in 
December, 28 American servicemen 
have died.
The two mortar rounds landed 
and exploded in the Haraj Market 
in a mixed Shiite-Sunni area in 
northern Baghdad, said police offi­
cers Ali Mutab and Mohammed 
Khayoun, who provided the casual­
ty totals.
About 25 minutes later, a suicide 
bomber on a bus in Sadr City deto­
nated explosives hidden in his 
clothing, killing two people and 
wounding 15, police 1st Lt. Thaer 
Mahmoud said.
It appeared to be the first attack 
by suspected Sunni Arab insurgents
HADI MIZBAN ASS(x:iATKn PRESS
An Iraqi woman grieves over the death o f  her relative while waiting to receive 
the body, at the Yarmouk hospital in Baghdad, Iraq, Wednesday, Dec. 6, 2006.
on the large slum since Nov. 23, 
when a bombing and mortar attack 
killed 215 people in the deadliest 
single attack since the Iraq war 
began more than three years ago.
The latest eruptions of Iraq’s 
unrelenting sectarian violence came 
hours before the release of a study 
by the Iraq Study Group, a blue-rib­
bon panel headed by former 
Secretary of State James A. Baker III 
and former Kep. Lee Hamilton, D- 
Ind.
The report recommended new
and enhanced diplomacy so that 
U.S. combat forces can “begin to 
move out of Iraq” as soon as that can 
be done responsibly.
“The situation in Iraq is grave 
and deteriorating,” the commission 
warned in the report, portions of 
which were obtained by The 
Associated Press.
The report called for the Bush 
administration to try to engage 
Syria and Iran in diplomacy as part 
of an effort to stabilize Iraq and 
allow withdrawal of most combat
troops by earlv 2(><)8.
I he report u arned that 
if the situation conrmue'' to 
deteriorate, there is .. risk 
of a "slide toward chaos 
(that; could trigger the col­
lapse of Iraq’s government 
and a humanitarian cata­
strophe."
Some Iraqis, while criti­
cal of U.S. ^trategv’ m Iraq, 
said they feared any new 
policy would lead to more 
suffering for their country.
“They (U.S officials) are 
defeated in Iraq. So they 
are trying to seek for an 
outlet to get out of their 
plight in Iraq. And I think 
the outlet will be at the 
expense of the Iraqi peo­
ple,” Maati al-Obeidi, a 
professor and political ana­
lyst at al-Nahrain 
University in Baghdad, told 
AP Television News.
Falah Shanshal, a Shiite 
lawmaker, said 115 of par­
liament’s 275 legislators have signed 
a statement rejecting the U.N. 
Security Council’s vote to extend 
the mandate of the 16(),0(M) multi­
national forces in Iraq for another 
year, beginning Jan. 1.
At the time. Prime Minister 
Nouri al-Maliki said one of his gov­
ernment’s priorities was to assume 
full responsibility for Iraq’s security, 
but that it needed more time.
“We demand to set a timetable 
for the withdrawal of the these 
forces from Iraq,” a statement by the
lawmakers said. They h.a\'e made 
similar p n u c s t s  betöre without am 
result.
,A1-Mahki persisted, meanwhile, 
with efforts to curb violence, urg­
ing university professors and stu­
dents to Ignore "the desperate 
attempts" of a Sunni Arab insurgent 
group to keep them from class.
The group had sent e-mails to 
students and posted signs at schools 
and mosques s.iying students should 
stay away while it cleanses the c.un- 
puses of Shiite death squads, 
according to a statement from al- 
Maliki's office late Tuesdav',
The government also announced 
the capture of a senior aide to Abu 
Hamza al-Muhajir, also known as 
.Abu Ayyub al-Masri, who ttnik 
over as leader of al-C^aida in Iraq 
after his predecessor Abu Musab aF- 
Zarqawi was killed in a U.S. 
airstrike in June.
Mouwafak al-Rubaie, the gov­
ernment’s national security adviser, 
said U.S. and Iraqi forces captured 
the aide, though he did not specify 
where or when. He said three-fifths 
of al-Qaida in Iraq’s leadership has 
now been captured or killed.
Coalition forces have also 
detained several leaders of Ansar al- 
Sunnah, an insurgent group allied 
with al-Qaida in Iraq, al-Rubaie 
added.
“The noose is tightening around 
Abu Ayyub al-Masri, and I can say 
with all confidence that al-Qaida 
in Iraq is undergoing a very real 
leadership crisis,” al-Rubaie said at 
a news conference.
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Photos may show evidence o f flowing water on Mars
Alicia Chang
ASSOC IATED HKESS
New photographs from space 
suggest that water occasionally flows 
on the frigid surface of Mars, raising 
the tantalizing possibility that the 
Red Planet is hospitable to life, sci­
entists reported Wednesdas'.
The new images, taken by 
NASA’s Mars (ilobal Surveyor 
before it lost contact with Earth, do 
not actually show flowing water. 
Rather, they show changes in 
craters that provide the strongest 
evidence yet that water coursed 
through them as recently as several 
years ago, and is perhaps doing so 
even now.
“This is a sc]uirting gun for water 
on Mars,” said Kenneth Edgett, a 
scientist at San Diego-based Malin 
Space Science Systems, which oper­
ates a camera on the Cilobal 
Surveyor.
The news excited scientists who 
hunt for extraterrestrial life. If the 
finding is confirmed, they say, all the
ingredients favorable for life on 
Mars are in place: liquid water and a 
stable heat source.
In all of its Mars exploration mis­
sions, NASA has pursued a “follow 
the water” strategy to determine if 
the planet once contained life or 
could support it now.
Scientists believe ancient Mars 
was awash with pools of water. And 
at present-day Mars’ north pole, 
researchers have spotted evidence of 
water ice. Put they have yet to actu­
ally see water in liquid form.
“This underscores the impor­
tance of searching for life on Mars, 
either present or past,” said liruce 
Jakosky, an astrobiologist at the 
University' of Colorado at Iknilder, 
who had no role in the study. “It’s 
one more reason to think that life 
could be there.”
Some researchers were skeptical 
that liquid water was responsible for 
the surface feature changes seen by 
the spacecraft. They said other 
materials such as sand or dust can 
flow like a liquid and produce simi­
lar results.
“Nothing in the images, no mat­
ter how cool they are, proves that 
the flows were wet, or that they 
were anything more exciting than 
avalanches of sand and dust,” Allan 
Treiman, a geologist at the Lunar 
and Planetary Institute in Houston 
said in an e-mail.
The findings will appear in 
Friday’s issue of the journal Science.
The Cilobal Surveyor previously- 
spotted tens of thousands of gullies 
that scientists believed were geolog­
ically young and carved by fast- 
moving water coursing down cliffs 
and steep crater walls. Scientists 
decided to retake photos of thou­
sands of gullies in a search for evi­
dence of recent water activity'.
Two craters in the southern 
hemisphere that were originally 
photographed in 1999 and 2001 
w'ere examined again in 2004 and 
2005, and the images yielded 
changes consistent with water flow­
ing down the crater walls, according 
to the study.
Scientists said five to 10 pools of 
water rushed down the craters in 
each case. In both craters, scientists 
found bright, light-colored deposits 
several hundred yards long in gullies 
that weren’t present in the original 
photos. They concluded that the 
deposits — possibly mud, salt or 
frost — W'ere left there when water 
recently cascaded through.
Edgett said a combination of fac­
tors, including the shape and color 
of the deposits, led the team to 
believe it was recent water action 
and not dust that slipped down the 
slope. He said dust would leav'e dark 
deposits.
Water cannot remain a liquid on 
Mars for long because of subzero 
surface temperatures and low- 
atmospheric pressure that would 
turn water into ice or gas. But sci­
entists theorize that liquid water is 
being shot up to the surface from an 
underground source, like geysers.
The Global Surveyor, managed 
by NASA’s Jet I’ropulsion 
Laboratory, abruptly lost radio con­
tact with Earth last month. Several 
attempts to locate the spacecraft, 
which has mapped Mars since 1996, 
have failed and scientists fear the 
mission was likely at an end.
Mars formed more than 4.5 bil­
lion years ago and scientists general­
ly believe it w-ent through an early- 
wet and warm era that ended after 
1.5 billion to 2.5 billion years, leav­
ing the planet extremely dry and 
cold.
NASA’s durable twin rovers have 
sent scientists strong evidence that 
the planet once had liquid water at 
or near the surface, based on obser­
vations of alterations in ancient 
rocks. The images from the (ilobal 
Surveyor suggest the process is still 
occurring.
“We’re now realizing Mars is 
more active than w-e previously 
thought and that the mid-latitude 
section seems to be where all the 
action is,” said Arizona State 
University scientist Ehil 
Christensen, who was not part of 
the current research.
P e a r l H a r b o r
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Battleship Row.
(-him, S3, had just begun his 
workday as a civilian pipe fitter 
when he w-as thrust into assisting in 
everything from spraying water on 
the ships to aiding casualties.
“From the time the first bomb 
dropped and for the next 15 min­
utes, it was complete chaos,” he 
said. “ Nobody knew- what was 
going on. Everybody was running 
around like a chicken with their 
head cut otf.”
(diun saw- the Oklahoma and 
West Virginia torpedoed by- 
Japanese aircraft. He heard the tap­
ping of sailors trapped in the hulls 
of sunken ships. He escaped death 
w hen Ten-Ten was strafed, leaving 
behind dead and wounded.
“How I never got hit, I don’t 
know,” said (dnm, who was later 
drafted and served in the Korean 
and Vietnam wars. “ I’ll tell you a 
secret: When your number comes 
up. you’re going to go. Well, every 
morning I get up. I change my 
numben”
Everett Hyland doesn’t know- 
how- he stayed alive when almost 
everyone around him didn’t. He 
was radioman aboard the 
Pennsylvania, which was in Dry- 
Dock No. l,and was helping trans­
port ammunition to the anti-air­
craft gun when a bomb exploded.
Badly burned, Hyland regained 
consciousness 1S days later, on 
("hristmas night. 1 )urmg that time, 
his older brother visited.
“The only w ay he knew- it‘w as 
me was the tag on my toe,” Hyland 
said.“He (later) told me we looked 
like roast turkeys lined up.”
Today, scar tissue covers most of 
his arms and legs.
“ I got a quick facial out of it. I 
used to be a freckled-faced kid,” he 
said. “ I don’t have any lips. They 
could fix faces, but they couldn’t 
build any lips.”
And he was lucky.
Many of the dead were teenage 
sailors and Marines away trom 
home for the first time. They died 
before they had an opportunity to 
get married, have children, build 
lives.
Four in five servicemen on the 
USS Arizona — 1,177 in all — did 
not survive the day. It was the 
greatest loss of life of any ship in 
U.S. naval history. They remain 
entombed in the battleship’s 
sunken hull, which still seeps oil 
every few seconds, leaving a color­
ful sheen on the harbor water.
The survivors say they have 
more than horrific memories to 
offer. “Remember Pearl Harbor” is 
just the first half of the association’s 
motto; the rest is “Keep America 
alert.”
Martinez said many Pearl Harbor 
survivors were disheartened by the 
Sept. 11,2001. terrorist attacks, “as 
if they had not done their job hard 
enough.”
Once again, it seemed that 
America had been caught sleeping. 
Interest in Pearl Harbor and its 
aging survivors surged.The old sol­
diers are much m demand — to 
sign autographs, walk in parades, 
speak to classrooms and pose for 
pictures. Visits to the USS Arizona 
Memorial are at record levels.
Not that everyone sees similari­
ties between the two attacks. 
“There is no comparison,” Hyland 
said. “That was terrorists killing a 
pile of civilians. Here, you had pro­
fessional fighters versus profession­
al fighters. Two different things.”
There are those who are unable 
to forgive the Japanese, but others 
testify to the power of reconcilia­
tion.
“There are some guys that are 
going to die w-ith hate in their 
heart. I don’t have in me any hatred 
in my heart,” said H7-year-old sur­
vivor Lee Soucy, of Plainview, 
Texas. “They were doing their job 
just like we were.”
Hyland, who was almost killed 
in the attack, married a woman 
from Japan. They met at the 5()th 
Pearl Harbor anniversary and wed 
the follow ing year.
“ I got over it a long time ago,” 
he said.
Former NB(, anchor Tom 
Brokaw-, who dubbed Americans 
who came of age during the Great 
Depression and World War II “the 
greatest generation,” agreed to be 
keynote speaker for Thursday’s cer­
emony. A moment of silence at 
7:55 a.m. was to mark the time 
when the attack began.
Martinez, the USS Arizona his­
torian, likened it to another 
reunion 6H years ago — the final 
gathering of (iivil War veterans in 
(iettysburg, !\i., when aging war­
riors m blue and gray shook hands 
and shared war stories. In 193H. as 
in 20(»6, the nation faced an uncer­
tain future in a world gripped by 
conflict.
“The passing of that generation 
had its moment and w-e’re going to 
have ours,” he said.
But some veterans don’t believe, 
or refuse to accept, that this will be 
the last major gathering.
“They claimed the 60th w'as going 
to be the last one. Now they have the 
65th. When they have the 70th, then 
they’ll be claiming, ‘This will be the 
last one,”’ Hyland said. “They’ve 
been crying wolf too many times.”
Hyland does accept the fact that 
their numbers are falling fast.
“We all have our turn and our 
turn is getting closer,” he said.
But until then, they are draw n to
Pearl Harbor, and to each other. 
Military historian Douglas Smith, a 
professor at the U.S. Naval War 
College in Newport, R.I., says they 
are proud of their service and eager 
to return “to their glor\- days,” but 
most of all they revel in the bonds 
they formed long ago, when they 
were young.
The bond is so strong that some 
ask to have their ashes interred inside 
the Arizona. laid to rest with ship­
mates w ho were not so fortunate as 
to survive Dec. 7. 1941.
“They’re coming home,” 
Middlesworth said. “They feel 
they’re coming home.”
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students
at the Health Services 
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Call 756-1211 for information
http://hcs.calpoly.edu 
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Staff Memt?,en Texas A&M vs. 8<?j§g Statg vs, N o tre  Dam e vs. W ake Forest vs. U iC - V L Florida vs. Florida vs.
Position (Record. Tiebreaker! Q.k!.ah<?fTi4 Louisville Michigan Q.h.i.Q. .S.y.t.e Qbj.g...S.a,t,g ...SçQrg
1. Ryan Chartrand, O nline Editor (17-7, -16) Texas A&M Boise State LSU Louisville Michigan O h io  State 30-20
2. G eorge  Ramos, A dviser (17-7, -27) Cal O klahom a LSU Louisville Michigan O h io  State 30-24
3. Devan M cClaine, Reporter (17-7, -38) Cal O klahom a LSU Louisville Michigan O h io  State 31-24
4. Paul Bittick, General Manager (15-9, -20) Cal Boise State N o tre  Dame Louisville use O h io  State 41-27
5. Sara Ham ilton, Reporter (15-9, -22) Texas A&M O klahom a N o tre  Dam e Louisville use Florida 24-21
6. Kathrene Tiffin, Spotlight Editor (15-9, -27) Cal Boise State N otre  Dame Louisville Michigan Florida 21-17
7.Tristan A ird, Sports Editor (15-9, -32) Cal Boise State LSU Louisville Michigan O h io  State 35-14
8. John Middlekauff, G uest Co lum nist (9-9, -14) Texas A&M Boise State LSU Louisville Michigan O h io  State 40-24
9. Am y Dierdorff, Reporter (11 -13, -17) Cal Boise State N o tre  Dam e Louisville Michigan O h io  State 28-21
10. Frank StranzI, Ast. Sports Editor (11-13, -27) Texas A&M Boise State N o tre  Dam e Louisville Michigan O h io  State 42-14
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son. the ILim tor the l)reain 
Invitational in Fresno mi Jan. If).
Last month was 1 )ay's first time 
practicing the higli jump since July 
2(M)5.
I )ay won the national champi­
onship m the high jump as a 
sophomore in 2005.
She said that her track coach. 
Jack 1 loyt. knows she’s been frus­
trated because she is not physically 
where she was before the injury, 
but must remain patient and wait it 
out.
‘Till rusty, but getting better,” 
Day said.
Track and field assistant coach 
Hoyt said she will be ready in time 
for the first meet to compete in the 
high jump.
"Until she gets the opportunity 
to compete, she won't push herself 
haul enough,” Hoyt said.
He .idded that she is .liiead of 
where he thought she would be 
since "from being in a hoot back in 
July.”
It Day’s strength and running are 
normal from when she was 
healthy, all she has left to work on 
is her timing, Hoyt said.
.^fter the Washington 
Invitational in Seattle from Ian. 27 
to 2S. bigger meets will be held 
throughout the season where she 
will face some pretty talented 
jumpers, including her sister Jazzy.
“We need to get her tuned up 
before the faniilv grudge match,” 
Floyt said.
Fdoyt is wry proud of Day’s 
work ethic and believes she will 
qualify for the 2008 Olvmpics.
Hoyt said that the last season D.iy 
competed in, she was only three- 
fourths off the mark based on the 
requirement off) feet. 4.75 inches.
Fb go to the Olympics, Day has 
between July 1, 2(107 and June 
2008 to meet the world standard 
qualifying mark and must place in 
the top three at trials.
When the Olympic hopeful is 
not training, she loves to dance and 
hang out with her friends.
Sparks said I ).iy is “always up to 
do anything” and “one of the 
corilest people you’ll ever meet.”
Despite the rough year D.iy has 
e.xperienced as an athlete, she 
knows she can make it to the 
Olympics.
She has no plan to come down 
any time soon from her flight, s.iy- 
iiig,“ l want to be an athlete as long 
as possible. ”
Schmidt
CHRIS (iARDNER \ s m k  lAl i D  I'KI'-s
O hio State quarterback Troy Smith throws a pass against Penn State 
on O ct. 8. He was named a Heisman finalist Wedne.sdav.
Heisman
continued from page 16
three pl.iyers were invited to New 
York tor the ceremony. I ,ist war. it 
was Reggie bush and .Matt I einart 
from Sinithern • laliform.i. and Fexas 
quarterback Vince Young.
lleiMiian spokesman Fim 
1 lenning s .i k I the iin itees are deter­
mined by percentage of votes 
receiveil, and the I leisman I ropliv 
I rust prepares for .is many .is six 
pl.iyers to Ise im iteil.
Smith gr.iblsed the leail in the 
I leisman race early this season. In 
(Mill) St.ite’s first No. I vs. No. 2 
game this war. he threw for 2f)b 
Sards ,ind two scores ag.iinst lexas. 
I le ssas ewn better in the Bui. kews’ 
second 1-2 g.inie. throw ing for .M() 
Sards .ind four touchdowns in the 
regular-season finale .ig.iiiist 
Michig.m.
Smith is trying to become the 
sixth player from Ohio State to win 
the 1 leisman anil first since running 
back L.ddie George in l'iq5. It 
would be the sewnlh time a 
buckeye came away with it. Ohio 
State’s Archie ('»riffiii is the only 
two-time Heisman winner.
If (iiiiiin pulls the upset, he’d be 
the eighth player fniin Notre Dame 
to win, which would break a tie with
u se . as the school with the most. 
Tim brown was the last Lighting 
Irish w inner, taking home the trophv 
III Ib87.
Smith or (.juiiiii could Isecome 
the first senior to win the Heisman 
since US(' quarterback ('arson 
Palmer in 2((02.
L.ist season. F^ iisli was the third 
consecutive junior Heisman w inner 
and third US(' pl.iyer to win it in 
four years. I einart won it the year 
Ix’fore bush.
C)uinn holds 5(1 Notre I Fame 
records and entered this season, like 
Smith..! F leisman front-runner.
Fie played poorly in Notre 
D.ime’s 47-21 loss to Michigan in 
September, throw iiig three intercep­
tions anil losing a funiFsle, but 
IxHinced back to haw another big 
season.
continued f o n t  page 16 
with two-time All-Star catcher 
Mike Lieberthal, who agreed to a 
SI.25 million, one-year contract on 
Wednesday.
F he 54-year-old I ieberthal w ill 
serve .is a backup to Russell .Martin, 
who hit .282 with K> homers and 
f)5 Rbis as a rookie last se.ison. 
I ielierth.il gets SI. 15 million next 
year, and the Dodgers h.ive SI.4 
million option for 20(i8 with a 
SI (J( >.(•(>(• buyout.
In I os Angeles, Schmidt would 
join a rotation that includes right­
hander Derek Lowe (l()-8. 5.(>5), 
All-Star game starter brad Pennv 
(lf)-9, 4.55), youngster (diad
billingsley (7-4, 5.8(t) and newcom­
er Randy Wolf, a 2(>05 All-Star who 
had major ellsow surgery in July 
20(t5.
The I Fodgers finished fourth in 
the NL with a 4.25 F.RA last season. 
They won the wild card before get­
ting sw ept by the New York Mets in 
the first round of the pl.iyoffs.
Schmidt told F he Associated Press 
in a telephone conversation that he 
did not want to comment on any 
deals until he officially has a new 
team. I le has homes in Washington 
.iiid Arizona, so st.iying on the West 
('oast was a preference.
Schmidt spent the past 5 1/2 sea-
sons with the Giants and also has 
pitched for .Atl.int.i and Pittsburgh. 
He w.is ‘the only one of seven 
reni.iining free agents offered arbi­
tration by the Giants last Frid.iv. but 
San Francisco general manager 
bri.in Sabean w.is doubtful that 
Schmidt might still .iccept.
“ It probablv had sailed,” Sabean 
said.“ lle got his payd.iy. It just w.is- 
n’t going to be w ith us.”
Schmidt W.IS determined to 
explore his options this winter, 
knowing he could Ise signing the 
final contract of his career. Fie 
pitched 215 1-5 innings last season, 
the third time in four vears he went 
over the 2((0-iiiiiing mark.
(Fn June b, Schmidt struck out a
career-high lb batters in a 2-1 win 
over the Florida Marlins. Fie 
matched the l02-year-old franchise 
record for strikeouts set bv I Fall of 
l amer ('hristy .Mathewson on (Fet. 
5. PF( l4, ag.iinst the (kirdinals.
I he Nl pitcher of the month for 
.May after going 4-0 with a 1.17 
FRA, Schmidt .ilso Isroke the San 
Francisco record of 15 strikeouts 
accomplished Isy Flail of Faiiier 
G.iylord Perry in l‘>f)().
Schmidt signed a four-year con­
tract before the 2002 season that 
included a SK* million club option 
for last season.
The Giants exercised that, know­
ing they would likely lose him in 
free agency after 200b.
/
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Poly softball team signs 4  California recruits
The Mustangs have enjoyed two 
straight winning seasons, including 
a 27-23 campaign last year.
s|*OKIS INKIRMAIION KKI’OlU
t^il Poly softball head coach 
jenny C!ondon bolstered an emerg­
ing Mustang program recently, ink­
ing four (California prep standouts 
m pitcher Anna (Calm (Los 
Alamitos), first baseman Krista 
llaux (Soquel) and utility players 
Stephanie Correia (Visalia) and
IJrandi (iutierrez (. ikersfield).
Left-hander (Calm was an All- 
Sunset League second-team and 
All-Orange (County Register selec­
tion for Los Alamitos High after 
posting a 17-K record with a 0.71 
ERA during her 2006 junior sea­
son. The 6-1 (Cahn was also a threat 
oft'ensively, batting .463 with five 
home runs and 26 RBI as the 
(iritfms went 21-12 last season.
Haux earned first-team All-Santa 
Cruz Coast Athletic League honors 
this past spring after batting .429,
slugging .SH6 and posting a ..324 
on-base percentage as the Knights 
went lH-7. She was a second team 
A11-S(C(CAL pick in 200.3.
Cutierrez, a first-team All- 
Southwest Yosemite League selec­
tion this past season, hit .463 with 
23 RBI and four homers while 
compiling a .326 on-base percent­
age and an .S49 slugging percent­
age. An All-SWYL second-team 
member m both her freshman and 
sophomore seasons, (iutierrez is 
three-time scholar-athlete at
SbeiNielir ¡fork 8htte0
Crossword
ACROSS
1 User’s treatment 
6 Moonfish
10 Captain of the 
Pequod
14 Sister of 
Melpomene
15 Galileo’s 
birthplace
16 Honey
17 See 59-Down
19 Ye___...
20 Many a cat 
lover’s 
acquisition
21 Bungle
23 Blubber
26 German T
27 Contents of 
some beds
28 City founded by 
Cadmus
30 Something with 
many seats: 
Abbr
31 Basketball pos.
32 Quechua 
speakers
33 Air cells in the 
lung
35 Fleece
36 Contemptuous 
expression
37 Signs
40 Changed
42 Product that 
prevents gas
43 “Boyz N the 
Hood" role
45 Kind of round in 
a tournament, 
informally
46 “Now see here
m
47 Mexican Indian 
tribe
49 Touch and go?
50 Brain waves? 
Abbr
51 Some belly 
buttons
52 Liking
54 Canceled
M
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U
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Edited by Will Shortz
See 10-Down 
Expert 
Parched
Pop music’s 
___Vanilli
Classic rock 
group with a 
name from 
Greek myth
“Hercules" 
spinoff
Sensation
No. 1026
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 9
DOWN
1 Person on the 
left
2 “For Lycidas is
dead, dead___
his prime":
Milton
3 Scottish “own"
4 20 places?
5 Parts of some 
clowns’ attire
6 Daily TV staple 
since 1986
7 Compassion
8 Shade of blonde 
Reason for 
sneezin’
10 Circa
11 See 43-Down
12 Take aboard a 
UFO.,  perhaps
13 Movie theater 
annoyance
18 Dungeons & 
Dragons 
creatures
22 “The Simpsons" 
bus driver
23 Brouhaha
24 “It can’t be!"
25 See 1 -Down
r 7 8 9r
7T 73” ■47
5i
54
60
6 i J
r 11 13
r
27 Cherished
29 Asian oil capital
30 Procter & 
Gamble brand
33 Ludicrous
34 Stays flat
36 It’s often around 
6% -8%
38 Place to put a 
banjo
39 Number
41 Head of Québec
42 Celebrity
43 “Wheel of 
Fortune’ 
category
44 Have a shortage 
46 Secular
48 Dakota Indians
49 1971 Robert 
Conrad series
52 Scrape
53 Speed skater 
Heiden
56 Occupy a 
position
57 Certain turn
58 Bribery suffix
59 Be the right size
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscnptions. Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzteforum Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/leaming/xwords
Ridgcview High.
A threc-tiine All-West Yosemite 
League first-team pick at Redwood 
High, Correia paced the confer­
ence with a .4.^ K hatting average 
and was second with 12 RBI 
(xirreia, who also compiled a 0.91 
ERA in the circle, is a 200.3 NF('A 
All-American Scholar-Athlete and 
a three-time Redwood HS 
Scholar-Athlete.
('al Poly, which went 27-23 
overall last year and posted an 1 1 -7 
mark to finish third in the Big West
(Amference, opens the 2007 season 
with a doiibleheader against 
Washington on Feb. 9.
2007 Cal Poly 
Softball Schedule I
Feb. 9 — vs. Washington (2) 
Feb. 10 — vs. Sacramento 
State (2)
Feb. 11 —  vs. Santa Clara 
Feb. 16 — vs. Oklahoma 
State, Oregon State 
Feb. 17 —  vs. BYU, Wright St.
Johnny
continuedJrum page ¡6 
a pretty productive fall. Didn’t it host 
the NCAA Tournament in Mott 
Gym last weekend? Cal, LSU, 
Michigan, Cal Poly.. .we re not in the 
B('S, an.* we?
Well, not quite. After winning the 
Big West Conference and being 
ranked 14th nationally, the Mustangs 
were rewarded by hosting one of the 
64-team field’s 16 sub-regionals. After 
beating a very good Michigan team 
Friday night they were given the 
daunting task of playing Cal.
While Cal Poly couldn’t advance 
pa.st Cal on Saturday night, it was 
obvious who the best player on the 
court was, and she wasn’t anyone in a 
(iolden Bears uniform. No. 5 for Cal 
Poly, outside hitter Kylie Atherstone, 
stood out above the rest. I don’t think 
I mentioned she was co-conference 
Player of the Year — as a sophomore.
Final Four, National Player of the
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1 8 4 
7 5 6
2 9 3
6 2 3 
9 8 1 
4 5 7
7 9 5 
3 2 4
8 6 1
6 4 1 
5 3 8 
9 2 7
2 7 8 
1 4 9
3 6 ^ 5
9 5 3 
2 7 6 
1 4 8
4 1 5  
8 6 ^ 9  
3 7 2
8 9 2 
7 3 4 
5 1 6
6 3 7 
5 1 2 
4 8 9
Year? We’ll just have to wait and see, 
but greener pastures are definitely on 
the horizon for the (2al Poly volley­
ball team, which returns all but one 
starter and has perhaps the best 
incoming freshmen and redshirt help 
in program history on the way next 
season.
Volleyball was able to create some­
thing special this past weekend. The 
Mustangs were able to draw roughly 
3,(KK) fans each night, giving Mott 
Gym an actual Division I tournament 
atmosphere, something that most stu­
dents at Cal Poly never experience. 
Just imagine if that happened for 
every sport.
What if when Pacific rolled in for 
men’s basketball Mott Gym was rock­
ing with 3,2(K) fans? What if teams 
feared coming to Cal Poly like they 
do Duke? What if they knew tnnii 
the moment they stepped off the bus 
they were going to hear it until they 
got back on the bus to go home?
Cal Poly has two of the best 
wa*sdmg schools in the nation com­
ing to town over the next three weeks 
— Oklahoma and four-time defend­
ing national champion Oklahoma 
State.
('al Poly’s baseball team has 
become a ba*eding ground for Major 
League Baseball. (Aiming oft'a top-13 
recruiting class, the Mustangs host 
several top-25 teams. Cal Poly hosts 
defending ('ollege World Series 
champion Oregon State tnim March 
24 to 26 That’s like having Texas hea* 
for ftnitball or Florida for men’s bas­
ketball.
It just d(x*sn’t get any better than 
that.
CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Internship open to Cal Poly 
students interested in working 
with the CygNet Software 
documentation and engineering 
team s. Responsibilities: Providing 
documentation for theCygNet 
ActiveX and COM scripting API, 
including Visual Basic coding 
examples to demonstrate API 
utilization. Qualifications:
- C S C /C P E  205  
ENGl  149
- Strong oral and written 
communication skills 
- Good understanding of MS 
operating systems.
Send resume to: 
Annette@CygNetSCADA.com
Modeling Opportunities at 
davidschoen.com in Art. Beauty, 
and Magazine Print Projects 
e-mail david@davidschoen.com  
or call (805) 471-0875
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
CMRG is actively looking for 
Research Candidates to 
participate in a clinical trial. If you 
are 18 years or older, diagnosed 
with a Sinusitis Infection and have 
had symptoms longer than 7 days 
and less than 28  days with two 
of the following: Facial Pain, 
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal 
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain, 
or Fever, you may qualify for this 
; clinical research study. Please call 
Coastal Medical Research Group 
at 805-549-7570  
for more information.
Time and travel may be 
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Raise the Respect
Educating student about injustices 
happening globally. Take Action! 
RaisetheRespect@ gmail.com
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group, 
Inc. is conducting a clinical 
research trial for participants with 
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years 
of age or older? Do you have 
vaginal itching, burning or 
irritation? You may qualify to 
participate in this research study. 
Qualified participants will receive 
study related medical exams, 
investigational medication and 
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information: 
Coastal Medical Research Group, 
Inc. 805-549-7570
Volunteers Needed 
for Salvation Army 
Share the spirit of giving 
this season!
Call 544-2401 for more info 
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
TRIDOSHA HEALING CENTER  
Yoga - dance - body therapies 
www.tridoshahealingcenter.com 
1227 Archer St., SLO  
Phone: 544-8120 or email: 
info@tridoshahealingcenter.com
SKYDIVE TAFT
100%  ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydivetaft.coni
(661) 765-5867
RENTAL HOUSING
Room Avaiiabie
Luxury House Room available in 
two story house - 581 Stoneridge 
Rd. SLO $650/ mo, pets OK 
(805) 624-5177
Need housing? Then put in an ad! 
Call: (805) 756-1143 or 
classifieds@mustangdaily.net
HOMES FOR SALE
5 Bdrm house for sale + 2 .5  
acres... includes BARN & Corral 
& Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly. 
$ 6 8 9 ,0 0 0  (805) 441-690 8
2 • 4 BEDROOM HOMES.
NEW & OCEAN VIEW.
36 5K  - 625K. Agent/ APS 
Brenda (805) 801-6694
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate  
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Amanda’s Ford Keys 
Call Bryan 805-234 43 37
REWARD: Lost Tl 89  Calculator 
Call Joe at (805) 234-3934
M issing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE
M u sta n g  D ailySports Sports Editor: Tristan Aitxi • miistMi^ dailYsix>rîs(a^iml.com Assistant Sports Editor: Fnuik StranzlThursday, December 7, 2006 16
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D ays return from  injury bodes well 
for Poly womens indoor track team
Cal Poly senior Sharon Day won 
the national championship in 
the high jump as a sophomore.
N icole Small
MUSIANCi DAIIY
Since childhood, many have 
dreamed to tly like Siipennan or 
Peter Pan.
Sharon Day can tly too.
"When once you have tasted 
flight, you will forever walk the 
earth wiUi your eyes turned sky­
ward, for there you have been, and 
there you will always long to 
return,” is a quote of Leonardo da 
Vinci s.
That is among Day’s favorite 
quotes. It fits the C'al Poly high 
jumper perfectly, as she hopes to 
compete in the 2008 Olympics.
Ever since the seventh grade, 
Day, now a senior, has been 
involved in track. Since a young 
age, she has been involved m some 
kind of sport, whether ballet with 
her younger sister or karate.
An Orange CTninty native, D.iy 
played soccer and volleyball and 
competed in track at ("osta Mesa 
High School.
D.iy’s roommate and childhood 
friend, Jenny Sparks, 10, and Day’s 
younger sister, jazzy, 18, continued 
to play for the CTista Mesa soccer 
team after Day left for C'al Poly in 
2003. Upon graduation. Sparks said 
one of her friends asked the coach 
if he would retire their jersey num­
bers. The coach told her the only 
jersey he would retire would be 
Sharon Day’s No. 0.
High jump is a gene that runs 
through the Day family tree. Day 
said her father, who is the track 
and field coach at her high school, 
competed in the high jump, as did 
her older brother Louis, 23, and 
even her grandfather. Her little sis-
SHEII.A SOBCHIK i U K I’H o r o
Shown during her sophomore season, in which she won a national title in the high jump. Cal Poly senior 
Sharon Day’s return from injury is a big reason Cal Poly has high hopes for the women’s indoor track season.
ter jazzy, who is a freshman at the 
University of Arizona, competes in 
the high jump as well.
Both Sharon and jazzy Day were 
state champions in high school in 
the high-jump category.
Day was recruited by coach 
Sheldon Blockburger, who now 
coaches jazzy at the University of 
Arizona, to come do track for Cal 
Poly. Originally, C'al Poly wasn’t 
Day’s first choice. She wanted to 
attend Stanford or UCTA, but 
chose Cal Poly because of its 
coaches.
In addition. Day made an agree­
ment that she would get to play 
soccer as well.
Day said if she only got to do 
the high jump all year, she’d get 
sick of it, because being involved in 
two sports “makes you miss the 
other one.”
Day is a kinesiology senior, plans 
to change her concentration from 
exercise science, clinical track to 
independent courses study. No 
matter what her professional career 
turns out to be, she can see her 
athletic career clearly.
How'ever, last fall her athletic 
career was put on hold when she 
broke her foot. Day said she was 
running one day and tripped and 
rolled her ankle. At first she 
thought she had sprained her ankle
because she was able to walk 
home, but the X-rays taken the 
next day revealed that it was much 
worse.
Last spring. Day could not com­
pete, nor pLay her position as a for­
ward for the women’s soccer team 
this fall.
However, the injury did not 
hold Day back for long. After a lit­
tle more than six weeks on crutch­
es and two surgeries. Day is finally 
able to get back into training.
This fall, she conditioned and 
worked on building her strength 
and technique to be ready for the 
first indoor track meet of the sea-
see Day, page 14
Report: Dodgers, 
Schmidt agree to 3- 
year, $47 million deal
Since 2001, Jason Schmidt has 
won 76 games for the Giants 
and tossed nine shutouts.
Janie M cCauley
ASS(H lATEI) PRESS
The Los Angeles Dodgers were 
trying to sign free-agent pitcher 
jason Schmidt on Wednesday, a deal 
that would put him at the front of a 
formidable rotation.
Schmidt’s agents, Alan and Randy 
Hendricks, were still meeting with 
several teams about the 33-year-old 
right-hander. A potential agreement 
with the Dodgers would be contin­
gent on Schmidt passing a physical.
“We do not have a deal,” Los 
Angeles general manager Ned 
C^olletti said.
The St. Louts C'ardinals also were 
courting Schmidt, who went 11-9 
with a 3..39 ERA in 32 starts this 
year for the San Francisco Giants. 
The three-tune All-Star is one of 
the most prized free agents on the 
market — and other clubs were 
already assuming a deal was done 
with the Dodgers.
“He’s a good pitcher, but there is 
no deal out,” Los Angeles manager 
(irady Little said.
The Dodgers did make it official
see Schmidt, page 14
Ohio State QB Smith 
headlines Heisman finalists
Along with Troy Smith, Notre 
Dame quarterback Brady Quinn 
and Arkansas tailback Darren 
McFadden are up (or the top 
award in college football.
Ralph D. Russo
ASSCX:iATEI) PRESS
Troy Smith booked his trip to the 
Heisman Trophy ceremony before 
the invitations went out.
Why wait?
Smith, the heavy favorite to win 
college football’s most prestigious 
award, was selected as a Heisman 
finalist Wednesday, along with Notre 
Dame quarterback Brady Quinn 
and Arkansas running back Darren 
McFadden.
“First and foremost. I’m very, 
very anxious about it,” Smith said 
earlier this week. “This is my first 
time in New York, so I’m excited
about that. I’m sum all the festivities 
that 1 will partake in are going to be 
overwhelming.”
The senior quarterback entered 
the season with plenty of Heisman 
hype and then bac4ced it up with 
brilliant play for the unbeaten 
Buckeyes.
Smith is fourth in the nation in 
passer rating (167.9) with 2,507 
yards, 30 touchdown pa.sses and only 
five interceptions. He might be the 
biggest reason No. 1 Ohio State will 
play No. 2 Florida for the national 
title on jan. 8 in Glendale, Ariz.
Quinn, a senior, was fourth in 
Heisman voting last season and has 
thrown 35 touchdown passes in 
2006. McFadden, a sophomore, 
scored 16 touchdowns and led 
Arkansas to the Southeastern 
Conference title game.
For the second year in a mw, only
see Heisman, page 14
I f t
Athletics at 
Poly more 
prominent 
than you 
might think
John MiddlekaufF
SPEC l Al r o  THE MUSTANC; DAll.Y
Y ou won’t see a C'al Boly athlete on the fmnt cover of Sports Illustrated, or 
any other major sports magazine or 
newspaper, for that matter.
But don’t let that fool you — 
every day when you go tcY class, you 
are surrounded by some of the best 
collegiate athletes that this country' 
has to offer.
C'al Boly athletics has had a fall to 
remember, and I don’t feel like the 
majority of this school really appre­
ciates what’s going on.
1 was always told that C 'al Boly has 
everything to offer — except when 
it comes to collegiate sports. If you 
want that you will have to watch 
schools like UCTA, USC and C'al 
on TV. It’s taken me three years and 
a quarter to realize that is far from 
the truth.
Let’s start with football. C^ver the 
last two years. Cal Boly has produced 
back-to-back Buck Buchanan 
Award winners in Jordan Beck and 
Chris Gocong.The majority of peo­
ple at this school have no clue what 
this award is or means. Let me tell 
you a group of people who do: NFL 
scouts. Both individuals were select­
ed in the third round of the NFL 
Draft.
The 2006 roster also featured 
some big-time talent. Cireat West 
Football Conference Defensive 
Blayer of the Year middle linebacker 
Kyle Shotwell is up for the 
Buchanan this season. Whether he 
wins the award or not, he has already 
made his mark in college football 
and has scouts excited. A sure draft 
pick, Shotwell just continues the tra­
dition that is being created under 
head coach Rich Ellerson. 
Additionally, cornerback C'ourtney 
Brown and free safety Kenny 
C'hicoine are NFL prospects as 
seniors. They are two members of 
that defensive secondary that held 
Division I-A bowl-bound San Jose 
State to 152 yards passing.
C'al Boly men’s cross country fin­
ished 13th in the nation, while being 
led by All-American junior Bhillip 
Reed.
Noticing a trend?
The C^ al Boly volleyball team had 
see johnny, page 15
